
Metric Spaces and Topology
Lecture 20

Continuous functions. For top spaces X and Y, a function f: X->Y

is called continuous ata pt. x=xif the f-preimage of

any neighbourhood of f(x) is a lot necessarily open
neighbourhood of X. (Recall ita neighbourhood ofa

itisat a site influ) Zopen hee
↑is called continuous if it's continuous at

every pointof X (-f- preimages ofopen set are open).

Prop. Let i be a prebasis for the top of 4. Afunction fo X->Y

is continuous so thef-preimages ofsets in B are open.
Proof. For I, note thatif preimages ofsets Vig...In are open,

then A"(V, 1...1Vn) =f"(r) ...A"(Vn) is also open.
Furthermore, if the preimages of may acts are open,
so is the preimage of their union since frommates with

unious as well.

Example. To check that a function fix-IR is continuous, it's



enoughtocheck at the ingesthatiti
Afunction f:X->Y is called a homeomorphism if it is
a bijection and both falf" are continuous, i.e. A

maps open to open and rice verson. Ai X-Y is called
an embedding ifit is a homeomorphism from X toits

image f(x) in the relative top of4.

Warning. Being continuous and injective is notenough to be

an embedding.For example:
(a) id:(I, discrete top) -> (I, Enclidean).
(b) G5f:2--> C0,17 the usual subjection.

x& P. XoX, X2
u
binary up.

This is not injective bee f(w104) =f(w014).
Butsuch points for a cell (densel set, so
the restriction flying- 10,is a continuous

bijection. However, It is not routinous bease

Idoesn't map clopen to clopen sets there



aremaycops,set in27, whileene
Bet. LetF=sfibizI be a family offunctions fiXt Yi, where

X is a set and Yi is a topspace. Thetop. onx generated by 5
is the coarsest top. on X that makes all functions

fi, ifIcontinuous. Such a topexists because intersect
S

tion oftopologies is a topoloys.

Prop. Thetop gen. by 5 is the same as the top
generated by the sets fill where Vi=Y is open
and itI.

Product topology 1: pointwise convergence topology).

letKilie]be a possibly (unctel) sequence oftop, spaces.
Consider the product of this:

X =
=πX:
icI

which consist of sequences (X)ieI sit. xieXi.



X+P E ViEI, XieD. We'd like to excip X with
a natural and useful topology. If Iis finite, men,
X==x, x X2x... xX, and, like with IBY, the natural

top. on X is generated by restranges UixRex ... Un,
here each Ui=X;is open. When I is infinite,
should we take the sets ofthe form i hi as

itI

open, where KidX; is open for all ict?

In the case where Iis finite, the top, generated by
sch 4.x.xHe is exactly the top where:

(i) a sequence in X converges at it converges
in every

wordinate.

(ii) the projection projiinto each wordinate i is continuous.
In fact, this top is exactly the top, generated
by 9projis projes..;projus. Indeed, this top.
is generated by sets proji(Ui)

=X,x...Xin*Hix

Xiti*..x Xu for it I KizX; open. Hence
the sets 4.x.xUn form a basis being
finiteintersections ofprobasic open sets.

We would like the product top on X even for until I



to satisfy (i) and also (ii) if possible.

Excples. (a) In AM, the usual top, generated by the
cylinders (w] is such aa sequence (n):A"
converges => Fit IN the sequence (Yn(i)) ovver-
yes (c) is eventually constant since the top.
on A is discrete).

16) hetX =
=IRIO,=the set ofall functions (0,17-> IR.

- TIR?, where IBi=IR for all ic [0,1.
it (0,1

EachelementfeX"x"e
a top let captures pointwise converges, i.e.

f-f( =3 7x c(0,13,f(x) -> f(x).
The topof uniform metric is too fire has
too

many open setsso only => direction
holds butI fails:

Example. Let fulx): =x ", fn:[0,17- 90, 1
then fu->fpointwise where

Fx = =1, its but fauniforelyf. HW



Neverthelemn, Fxz(0,1, fa(x) =x" -> f(x).

The idea is to define the product topusing (ii) of them

prove hot (i) holds.

Bet. Theproduct top. on X-X:is the wargest top
make each projection proji:Xt X;continuous.
In other words, it's generated by Blinders of

the form [ix (i]:=(xX:x: EUi),
for it I al .IX: open.
The basis for this top will then be formed by the

cylindrical sets:

Littli, in H2, ...intUn]:=(x eX: jn, x(ij) = Uj3.

For excele, if IIN, then the following sets form a basis:

Ro x U, . ..
xKnxXa+ix Xu+2X...

picture the cylinders [itl,, ..., into Hn] as the sets of
all suckes):function graphs) that go through the finitely
many loops (i, Hing .... bin: Fiel

likkin, intelliningaO
hx=

Wis

in in is I



Remark. The top. Or X generated by the rectangles/boxes:
Tui, where is Xiis open,

is called itI the box topology al when Iis
infinite, it is too fine to be useful. For example,
tee box top. on A is the discrete top size

every singleton is a box.

Prop. Theproduct top indeed captures patrice corregence,

iefor amed**i*Y fil.
Proof. . Let USA be a basic open nightof A, i.e. a

↳glinder (it di inst Hin, ..., imH Him], where
Hij= Xij is an open neighbourhood of flij).
We know It Fi==i,ing., (m, fuli)-> fil, here
** fuli) =UI. Thus, by taking the maxofn
that works for each itis

... im, we get it
** Wie zi,.., im, fuliltUi, i.e.
Konfr(i,Ki ... imtHim].

->Easier. HW


